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About SCMHRD

Leadership-Entrepreneurship B-School
SCMHRD was established in 1993. Ever since its inception, SCMHRD has strived to bring Indian ethos, Management concepts and technological advances together in an effort to redefine
the management paradigm in the new age.

SCMHRD has successfully pioneered the implementation of Kaizen on campus. The practice
helps in keeping the campus clean and gives the students a feeling of ownership, inculcating in
them a feeling of belonging and camaraderie. The SCMHRD culture provides the students an
environment that allows them to think and reflect, to explore and express.

Vision
To become a Centre of Excellence for Global leadership and entrepreneurship, the standards
of which others are measured by.

Mission
To create leaders and entrepreneurs of tomorrow, their dedication to excellence, absolute.
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“Corporate bonds can be source of survival for corporate,
investors and governments ”


Anonymous

Dear Readers,

In India, there have been huge developments in corporate debt market, be it bond market, asset/mortgage backed
securities or long term loans. India’s corporate debt to GDP is only 4% while the same for USA is 70%. However,
the ratio is far good for other countries. India, as an emerging country has still a long way to go when it comes to
corporate debt. We have numerous challenges viz. limited investors base (mainly institutional investors), predominance of banks in the financial sector, high costs of issuance and lack of transparency in trades. However, lots of
innovation is going on in debt market, specifically bonds. Cover story of November issue talks about Hybrid bonds
that have been started to cover the risk of defaults. In current scenario, there has been surge in investor confidence and it is further strengthened by the growing signs in Eurozone. Many investors are prepared to be patient
in return for premium yields, which is giving companies an option to extend maturities and increase leverage. Also rupee denominated bond has been launched to attract more investors towards India.
We bring for you the third issue of Finalyst on Corporate Debt for this academic year that promises to offer insights on a wide range of topics, in addition to new segments. The cover story talks about the corporate debt in
our country and compares it with corporate debt position of other countries. The winning article on the debt market is a fresh take on new banking licenses to be issued to various NBFCs.
We are sure that you will enjoy ‘FinCom’: our take on the economic and financial issues in a comic strip format.
Well, Federal Bank has lot been in news due to tapering in US and we definitely would want to know the next to
be chairman- Janet Yellen and therefore we have included a brief about her. The Quiz and FinWord are always
present to challenge your grey cells. The M& A segment (M&A/PE/VC/IPOs) talks about Mergers and Acquisition report of 2013 and gives insights on valuable deals that have taken place.
We thank our readers for their support in the form of entries for article writing and we hope you would continue
to do so in the future. Suggestions for improvement are welcome!

Happy Reading!
Finance Club Team, SCMHRD
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FTIL sold off SMX for $150 million
FTIL has sold off its Singapore arm (SMX) due to problems prevailing in operations in India. SMX commenced its operations in 2010
and is a commodity trading platform for precious metals, base metals and agricultural commodities with an annual turn of $71 billion.

Zomato goes for 5th round of funding: Online restaurant guide Zomato
has raised $37 million in its fifth round of funding supported by Info
Edge and Sequoia Capital. After this fund raising, the company will be
valued at INR 900 crores. Currently , 50% stake in Zomato is owned by
the Info edge. The fund raising is done by Zomato to increase its operations overseas. According to Deepinder Goyal, the money will be invested for operations I 22 countries. Zomato made revenues of INR
11.37 crores for FY-13.

WHAT’S HAPPENNING?
Important news of the Financial and Economical World
IIP registered 2% growth during September
Though below the expectations of the analysts, India’s index of industrial production expanded by 2% in the month of September, which is
an improvement over the .43% growth in August, 2013. This increase
is due to surge in power generation sector. Electricity in India rose by
12.9% but manufacturing sector growth remained quite bleak. This
was due to delay in various projects and lack of new investments. The
IIP grew by .4 % during April-September and .1% during the same pe-

TOP Chinese banks struggle to contain bank loans
China’s top four banks viz. Industrial and Commercial bank of China Ltd.
Chinese Construction bank corp., Agricultural bank of China Ltd. And Bank
of China Ltd has registered biggest loan defaults since 2010. Loan defaults of all the banks combined totalled 329.4 billion Yuan. Although
profits rose to 209 billion Yuan, their average bad loan ratio widened to
1.02 %.This has lowered bank profitability and valuations in the stock
markets also. The main reason for defaults is the credit spree over previous five years.
5
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East is “East”, all the action lies in the West.

Akshay Gupta
MBA– I, IBS Hyderabad

WISH YOU A MERRY CRISIS
THE BUBBLE BOMB
Some might say this phrase is a

by fundamentals. However, in to-

The predominant factor of the

thing of the past now, others might

day’s era , the term bubble for me,

USA’s Great Depression known as

say the G4 economies are bouncing

is a situation in which asset prices

“The Black Tuesday” of 1930 was

back. The truth is, in long term, we

appear to be based on implausible

over-indebtedness and deflation.

are all in debt. Look closer, you will

or inconsistent views about the fu-

Loose credit to over-indebtedness,

see the elephant in the room – Soar-

ture that carries the potential to

which fuelled speculation and asset

ing Global Debt. From the tiny state

desolate the financial structure of

bubbles. Talking about bubbles,

of Cyprus racing to secure a bailout

the world.

how can one forget the “The Dot-

to stave off bankruptcy which looks
like a dot in the larger financial picture to Detroit bankruptcy to the
emerging markets losing their mojo.
We are all part of it now. Banks,
government and consumers, we are
moving money around in circles.
The deficit crisis and the financial
bubble busts are sweeping the
economies away. With Total World
Debt $190 trillion, even all the
World Bank Deposits can’t pay it off.
Conclusion – Financial Bubbles are
good for economy’s health? Think
about it - It’s a TRAP!

It all began in 1637, speculation of
Dutch Tulip Bulbs popularly known
as the “Tulip Mania” peaked at today’s equivalent of more than
$1000 per bulb and the market collapsed under its own weight, presenting financially wrenching crisis
speculators and their backers. The
South Sea Bubble of 1720 - This was
a time of lavishness and opulence in
Britain, with many wealthy speculators desperate to invest in a company that wildly promised astronomical returns, trading wool and fleece
for piles of jewels and gold. Shares

What is a bubble? When the prices

in the company quickly reached 10

of securities or other assets rise so

times their value, but when the bub-

sharply and at such a sustained rate

ble burst, many of the country’s

that they exceed valuations justified

elite were left destitute. The pre-

Com Bubble “ of 1997, one of the
historic ‘speculative’ bubbles of all
time left behind many vacant buildings and many more failed dreams.
Low interest rates by the Fed’s,
availability of cheap credit lead to
over investment which was the
main cause of the downfall. This
was the time when growth was preferred over profits and the market
collapsed yet again. A classic example of low interest rates demolition
is of the Housing Bubble Crisis (SubPrime Mortgage Crisis) where the
US Fed’s made more mistakes than
yogi bear reciting Shakespeare. This
bubble also led to the Eurozone
Debt Crisis - a complex network of
financial derivative products (Which
are nothing but WMD’s - Weapons
6
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of Mass Destruction) held globally, Bubble that is supposedly keeping comes to India, the economy seems
however this was just the tip of the bond prices unrealistically high and to be in denial. The GDP is at a 10
iceberg. The solvency of some EU
banks was strained by significant exposures to domestic sovereign debt.
The market value drop of government bonds led to liquidity strains, as
these bonds were widely used as collateral in interbank markets and in
some instances, EU governments had
to provide funding to vulnerable domestic banks, at the expense of their
countries’ debt.
It seems like everyone is on a suicide
mission with an option to blame their
kill on someone else but the beauty
of deal is that no one is responsible,
because everyone is drinking the
same cool-aid. The Federal Reserve
Quantitative Easing (QE) measures (a
fancy term for easy money policy!)
are responsible for blowing these
bubbles. However, the reality is that
a pin lies in wait for every bubble and
when the two eventually meet, a
new wave of investors learn some
very old lessons: First, many in Wall
Street (a community in which quality
control is not prized) will sell investors anything they will buy. Second,
Speculation- “The Mother of all Evil”
is most dangerous when it looks easiest.

interest rates – which move in the year low (Around 5%) but the govopposite direction from bond prices ernment still is optimistic to achieve
– unrealistically low. Ever since the breakthrough results by the next
market mayhem after US Federal quarter. The Rupee is at an all-time
Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke in- low - 1$=Rs. 62 which clearly states
troduced QE measures, global inves- how vulnerable the economy is to
tors have been pulling money out of any sort of policy measure. We need
the emerging markets. What these to focus on Commerce, and not only
measures do is that it overheats the on Finance. People get all hunky dory
emerging markets (BRICS) causing when it comes to investing in China,
protectionism and competitive deval- however the best way to approach
uation as the currency of these econ- the growth figures of China is by igomies are pegged by dollar. Brazil’s noring their GDP rate. Even if we
GDP grew by only 1% and may not take into account the 7.5% growth
grow by more than 2% this year, with rate at face value, its components
its potential growth barely above 3%. suggest a more ominous scenario.
Same is the case with Russia, despite What’s really the issue in the country
oil prices being around $100 a barrel. is this unhealthy obsession with GDP
South Africa, a developed market numbers. Even in the best of times,

So are we doomed to be in financial wrapped around an emerging mar- China’s data can be about as accububbles forever? There’s a lot of ket, grew by only 2.5% and with cur- rate as tossing a dart at a chart on
bubble talk out there right now. rency depreciation it would not grow the wall. It’s a structurally imbalMuch of it is about an alleged Bond faster than 2% this year. When it anced economy distorted by top
7
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down policies and considerable an imprecise science made more 'boom' followed by a recession or
“gray” activities that are hard to complicated by the US Fed’s QE poli- depression. What’s the definition of
measure, not at least which is the cies which could sink the emerging insanity, it means doing the same
sprawling shadow banking sector markets. So does one get a déjà vu of thing over and over and expecting a
which is suffering from the predica- the Asian Financial Crisis 1997?
ment of over investment , seeds of
which were planted way back in the
housing bubble crisis of 2008, where
China appeared to dodge the global
financial meltdown by implementing
a huge half a trillion dollar stimulus
misdirected towards wasteful projects such as unneeded steel and aluminium plants.

different result every time, but can

However, every crisis contains within nature endure more and more peoitself the seeds of success and the ple going insane at the same time, it
roots of failure. Finding, cultivating becomes as Buffet says “systemic”
and harvesting that potential success like cancer , it’s global and malignant.
is the essence of crisis management Greed is good, but not God. We take
but it seems insurmountable in to- a buck we shoot it full of steroids and
day’s era of greed, where banks, in- we have a bubble, which are nothing
vestors are going bonkers over cheap but an in diffusible time bomb. The
credit and are ready to repeat the months ahead will be choppy. There

QE measures coupled with huge dol- same mistakes again. From the Tulip will be moments of panic when the
lar holdings transcend the financial Mania to Great Depression, to the markets will have to be calmed.
strength and it is about time that stagflation of the seventies, to the Most of us don’t know it yet but we
emerging market devised an escape. economic crisis caused by the hous- are the ninja generation, no jobs, no
Why not dollar holdings? Loading up ing bubble and Eurozone and now incomes, no assets, we got a lot to
on dollars helps Asia’s exporters by the bond bubble, every economic look forward to! So brace yourselves
holding down local currencies, but it downturn suffered by the developed ladies and gentleman, I wish you a
causes economic control problems. and the emerging markets can be merry crisis.
When central bank buys dollars, they traced to Federal Reserve policy. The
need to sell local currency, increasing Fed has followed a consistent policy
its availability and boosting the mon- of flooding the economy with easy
ey supply and inflation, so they sell money, leading to a misallocation of
bonds to mop up excess money. It’s resources and an artificial so called
8
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1.

Apple got into trouble for adopting the brand ‘iPhone’ because it was already used by company X in 2000.
Later Apple won the lawsuit by claiming to use the brand as ‘Apple iPhone” instead of just iPhone. Identify X.

2.

The risk-free security has a beta equal to
to
.

3.

A best efforts offering is sometimes used in connection with a

4.

In the United States, goodwill charges arising from a current acquisition are generally deductible for "tax
purposes" over___ years.

5.

A multinational can centralize cash management and attempt to reduce exchange rate risk exposure
through the use of_________.

6.

Ben & Jerry's is famous for its ice cream and hippy-like culture. But which conglomerate bought the brand
back in 2001?

7.

Company X merged with Y to create a company worth $ 37 bn which they believed will dominate the
trans-atlantic market. But by 2007, X sold Y to a management firm, which specializes in restructuring
troubled companies, for a mere $7 billion. Identify X and Y.

8.

As a Marine, he had the opportunity to observe the military's logistics system first hand. This encouraged
him to set up his own delivery company. Who is this entrepreneur?

9.

He was an incumbent chief minister who made far reaching contributions to the Panchayati Raj and became the only South Asian politician to die in war-time actions.

10.

A firm's degree of operating leverage (DOL) depends primarily upon its

, while the market portfolio's beta is equal

A)

Sales variability

B)

Level of fixed operating costs

C)

Closeness to its operating break-even point

D)

Debt-to-equity ratio

of new, long-term securities.
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Vikas Kumar is a MBA
student of SIMS, Pune

India’s Growth Path

Solution for India’s problems:
Understanding
the fundamentals

showing exceptionally well improve- equally dependent on all three primament, most of those developing ry, secondary and tertiary sectors,
countries are sliding down in reces- which are interdependent; the other
focus point is the sequence in which
sion.
these sectors are to be developed. The
In case of our own country, its
growth rate declined to below half of

sectors should develop in a pipeline
manner because it is the agricultural
sector which gives base for industrialization and then both of these gives
base for service sector to blossom.
The reason for high growth rate of
developing countries which was seen
in the last decade were, scope for
development and stagnation of western world, which caused a lot of capital infusion into these markets. But
that was not an organic growth, it

the rate at which it was growing five was like using chemicals for fast
During the infamous global recession years ago (9.8% to 4.4%, govt. of In- growth of a fruit, it grows to double
of 2008, when the western part of dia), almost same can be said for of its original size but when it was
the world was struggling with slow- PRC, now when policies makers of cut, one finds that is shallow from
down, the developing economies our country are spending sleepless inside.
lead by Peoples Republic of China night in order to stabilize currency,
The same has happened with the
and India grew with significant rates. CAD and growth, they are just overeconomies of India and PRC. India on
But the noteworthy point here is, in looking
current scenario when world is com- economy.
ing out of depression and developed
countries like USA and Britain are

the basic fundamentals of its part after liberalization grew drastically in service sector, but missed

What we are forgetting is that econo- fuller growth in agriculture sector,
my is a three way approach and is but the worse was in the industry

10
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USA
1.2
19.2
79.6

PRC
10.1
49.4
40.5

INDIA
17.2
23.4
59.4

sector where it has not even attained Why is that India so smoothly man- domestic market before focusing on
puberty. Similarly PRC, for sure aged to make its own nuclear devic- outside world. The service industry
attained world leadership status in es, why is that we are so capable in which is around 60% of total GDP is
industry sector but it missed on agri- space technology? The reason is be- outsourcing based, fluctuation in
cultural and service sector line.
The table given above compares the
bifurcation of these three sectors in
terms % of GDP, with USA which has
very stable distribution of these sec-

tors. It can be easily seen from the
table that how India has totally overlooked the Industry sector has over
dependency on agriculture sector.

cause we had to do it; no other coun- western economies or their policy
try was providing us the required changes regarding outsourcing pushtechnology so we went ahead and es our service sector and thus our
made it indigenously, but why is that GDP into haywire, which is one of the
after so many years India is still over- major reason for recent crunch of
ly dependent on petroleum products economic situation. India has one of

and has not achieved much in non- the largest and world recognized
conventional form of energy? Why markets to invest in, which when fothat India has not made any signifi- cused will give tremendous scope of
cant advancement in technical field growth for our manufacturing and
of electronics & automobile and is infrastructure industry which further

The other reason of this sudden pa- known for poor R&D facilities? The will provide self sufficiency to our
ralysis of Indian economics is over reason is that they were easily availa- service sector.
dependence on the other countries, ble in outside world so we kept imbe it for capital, technology or re- porting them, unless it started
sources. Yes, large imports are prob- hurting us. So in one or other way
lem, but they are not only causing imports also restrain us in developing

The same can be understood from
following flow diagram, Note: it is
just a skeptical flowchart and not an
economical model

current account deficit and currency our own base.
depreciation but they are culprit for
lot more other things.

The role of policymakers majorly reThe Solution again lies in tapping the

volves around maintaining balance
11
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between growth and inflation, they pee cannot be attributed to actions lasting growth India should follow
are not independent so their care in US as over the last year while the following three steps, firstly strengthtakers i.e. government and central rupee has depreciated by 29 per cent ening of economic base, i.e. agriculbank respectively must understand against the dollar, 23 per cent vis-à- ture and various secondary indushow to balance them and should vis the pound and 18 per cent vis-à- tries, if they can provide lucrative
work together so that India can not vis euro as well (RBI:28/08/13.

market to foreign companies then

only develop as a good investment
option but also as global market persuasion .
The same can be explained in the
terms of currency performance. On
28th August 2013, the Indian rupee
had gone down to 68.825 against the
Dollar. Why dollar rate is going up?
Some of the top reasons which one
can hear or see being discussed
around are possible retreat of Quantitative easing by US, supply-demand
forces, India’s adverse GDP growth,
high inflation, high current account
deficit, Volatility in markets which is
causing pull out of capital by the FIIs The deterioration of India’s economas the hedging cost for unpredictable ic performance and its balance of
rupee is surpassing the yield differen- payments is the cause of weakening
tials that the investors look for, Oil of rupee. Liberalization has made
prices and Indian import dependency India highly dependent on outside
for gold and oil, impact of Euro zone money. Instead of coming up with
crisis, borrowing by international measures targeting short term stabilplayers in dollars, downgrading of ity it is perhaps time to look towards
Indian stocks and alleged money correcting the balance of payments
laundering

for

upcoming

elec- and in the medium term to reduce

tions ,which historically , has always the country’s dependence on foreign

they can certainly provide the same
to Indian companies too, which must
be done in competitive manner and
not in protective way, which is the
second step, i.e. liberalizing the economy, and the third step which will
automatically come in place after
first two steps is, balancing the dependency of its service sector between local and foreign market.

attributed to rupee volatility. All the- finance and focus on encouraging
se factors in permutation and combi- growth within. After all it is said - the
nation are leading to contraction of deeper the foundations the stronger
Indian economy.

the fortress.

But fundamentally weakness of ru- Therefore for a stable and long
12
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FINWORD
Across
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
11.
12.

word was derived from the French word Bougette meaning 'Little Bag'
The Retained Earnings account is associated with this form of business structure.
The routine sales of a corporation's accounts receivable.
a way for reinsurers to lay off their risk in the market
___________ money is the term used for the non-convertible paper money
term became popular after the newspaper report of Watergate Scandal in the year 1973
an economic asset with physical properties
1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Down
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

country that pioneered QE
borrowed money used to magnify the percentage return on an investment
_______________ should be recorded up to the date of an asset's disposal.
the speaker of the US house of Representative, who is central to the fiscal cliff negotiation
The cost flow assumption that results in less net income when the cost of the inventory items
is increasing
10. India's first Equipment Bank launched recently by SREI International Finance Ltd
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COVER STORY

CORPORATE BOND MARKET
In 1910, People used to sell bonds on used to sell at quick premiums. In- which separated the sheep from the
bicycle. Hard to believe but this is the deed, between 1880 and 1900, when goats- during depression, the yields
truth. The bonds were mostly second prime yields moved from 4 1/2 per- on sound medium-grade bonds, say
-grade 5 percent western public utili- cent to 3 1/8 percent, fortunes were A rated, rose from 5 percent to as
ty bonds and were usually priced at made by capitalists carrying big much as 15 percent (a price decline
par. Often the bonds cost that firm, blocks of such bonds on credit. They of perhaps 70 percent), while at the
the under-writer, something cost like were usually 100-year maturities and very same time prime corporate
ten points lower (plus some free non-callable.

bond yields declined from 4½ per-

stock), and so the young salesman on

cent to 2 3/4 percent. Most of those

bicycle, who operated on a 50-50
commission basis for every bond,
made 50$ for every bond he sold. In
those days one bond a week would
keep a man alive, three bonds a
week would be prosperity, ten bonds
a week would be affluence. And in
five years or so you could accumulate
enough capital to start your own
firm. The prime bonds, in the decade
ending in 1910, were the rails, like
the New York Central. Prime new
issues were also underwritten on a
negotiated basis, but these were
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, grabbed up by sophisticated

From 1923 to 1930 prime, long-term
bond yields were remarkably stable
at about 4 1/4 percent. Institutions,
however, liked round lots (in those
days this usually meant a hundred
bonds, occasionally $1 million), and it
was hard to buy such lots on the exchange except for a very few active

bond issues that had been distributed to the public in earlier decades
suffered one of four fates: they defaulted, or they lost caste and declined steeply, or if they did not lose
caste rose steeply in price, or they
were called callable.

issues - usually relatively new issues. In 1960s, 1970s institutions either
So institutions often waited for new ran out of funds or concentrated on
issues where they could buy in size. equities in which experience had
Also, American businesses obtain its been excellent. When bond yields
external financing primarily in the soared to 6 percent, 7 percent, 8 perover the counter market through cent and 9.35 percent, private and
underwritings of bond and stock is- miscellaneous investors returned to
sues or direct borrowing from institu- the bond market in size, at times taktions.

investors, and if well priced they
Now passing on to 1930s, a period

ing almost half of the total offered.
Those were the days of disintermedi14
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-diation. As a result the bond market India’s Debt Position
found a floor. After a rally of a few
years the market again declined to
new low levels. Yields rose higher
than ever, and private investors were
again very active buyers.

bonds.

In 2012-13 India’s debt raised almost Short-term debt maturing within a
13% to 390 billion due to short-term year, possibility of US tapering in futrade credit and external commercial ture and the declining rupee are posborrowings. Also India’s external sible reasons for concern regarding
debt-GDP ratio was 21.2 % last year corporate debt of India. Corporates

In the next 30-40 years, huge devel- i.e. we can say it was within the man- have managed to rollover the foreign
opments happened in bond market ageable limits. The share of commer- borrowings over the past year be-

mainly due to four reasons. : (1) a cial borrowings in total external debt cause of the easy liquidity conditions
dramatic drop in bond yields, nomi- stood at 31 per cent at the end of by US but any change in easy money
nal and real; (2) the explosion in sov- March, followed by short-term debt policy next year will surely pose
ereign debt burdens; (3) the rise of (24.8 per cent), NRI deposits (18.2 problems.
emerging market debt, corporate, per cent) and multilateral debt (13.2
asset backed and mortgage backed per cent). Well, banking develop-

India’s Debt position compared to
other countries.

securities markets on a global scale; ment, equity market development,
and, (4), the emergence of deriva- debt market development all go

debt to GDP is only 4% while in USA

tives as an accepted instruments by hand in
bond traders and investors, and their
subsequent explosion in trading. As a
result of these changes, markets today are unrecognizable relative to
what they were 25 years ago. Investors have to adapt to continual
change or risk failure.

In India the proportion of corporate

the same ratio is 70% of the GDP,
hand and most of the bond trading is 147% in Germany, 41% in Japan and
in the OTC segment in both devel- 49% in South Korea. Going in depth,
oped and developing countries. Also, India’s corporate bonds account for
within the debt market G-Secs play a only 21% of the long term financing
major role for providing reliable whereas in developed countries, it is
benchmarks

to

price

corporate 80%.We can say that India’s corpo15
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-rates debt market is quite miniscule
in comparison to the developed
countries.
In US, Bond prices were hit this summer due to fears of scaling back of
Government Bond-Buying stimulus as
well as tensions over raising debtceiling. Due to this, yields became
higher and Bond prices came down.
Now the scenario is again changing
and Bond market is picking up.
RBI has taken several measures to
help raise corporate debt market.
Recently, it permitted trading in a ten Hybrid Bonds proves to be cheaper sector is unable to access the debt
year cash delivered Interest Rate Fu- for the company than issuing pure markets. The secondary market is
tures and allowed credit enhancebond or equity as the interest on also 0.03% of the total trading done.
ment to boost the corporate bond

bond issues is tax deductible whereas Other hindrance factors for corpo-

market. Bondholders such as banks

the dividends on equity are not. In rate debt market in India include-

and G-secs, will use this derivative

most of the cases, hybrid bonds are Low investor base, high costs of issutool to increase returns and minimize not convertible into equity i.e. di- ance, lack of transparency in trades.
the risk. The central bank has alluting its stakes. However, issuer can However, we do have some positive
lowed banks to offer partial enhance- stop paying interest payments if it aspects like major stock exchanges,
ment to corporate bonds, a task that stops paying dividend on its shares. CCIL and multiple rating agencies to
banks can accomplish by providing
One more feature of Hybrid bonds meet the requirement of assessment
credit and liquidity facilities to corpo- are that they are not redeemable or quality of bonds.
rate.
have very long maturity periods apThe development of the corporate
Innovation is going on in debt mar- prox. 60 years, but have high interest
debt market can also be seen as a
rate payments. About 23 billion Euket.
way of mobilizing savings, either by
ros of Hybrid Bonds have been issued
One of the famous instruments is
encouraging direct retail participain Europe this year.
subprime mortgage-related bonds
tion in bond markets or, more likely,
India Challenges-Corporate debt.
and we all are aware of the much
by encouraging the development of
trouble they caused leading to the
meltdown of 2007-2008. But still the
Bond industry has the prowess of
having more innovations and tries to
make them successful.

India is a bank dominated country
and around 90% of the assets of financial sector are held by the banks.
In India bulk of the debt is raised

indirect investment vehicles. Thus, a
successful corporate bond market
might also increase the supply of investment capital to firms.

through private placements and SME
16
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PERSONALITY PROFILE— JANET YELLEN
THE NEXT CHAIRMAN
OF FEDERAL RESERVE

concern the housing market bubble
and the excesses in financial market
which shook the US economy in
2007. Her views on monetary policies

she made a great career both in aca- are considered “dovish” she gives
demics and in policymaking. She had more importance towards boosting
taught at Harvard University and the employment and GDP growth as opAt 67, when her other fellow Ameri- London School of Economics as well posed to the primary “hawkish”
cans enjoys their post retirement life, as the University of California, Berke- agenda of squashing inflation. This
she is set to become the first Jewish ley’s Haas School of Business. She makes her even more fit to run the
woman to chair the US Federal Re- even had two stints in fed policy central bank as us Presidents have
serve. Janet Yellen , an economist making prior to becoming the Vice always favored the doves disguised
and professor who is currently the Chair, as a board member and as the as hawks who can tide the inflation
Vice Chairperson of the Fed Reserve President of the San Francisco Feder- while being sensitive to the economhas been nominated by President al Reserve Bank, and headed former ic well being of the citizens. Janet
Barack Obama to replace Bernanke President Bill Clinton’s Council of who has never lobbied for this post,
as the head of their central bank. Economic Advisers for two and a half whose nomination has been widely
Yellen was born on August 13, 1946 years. She has been a close ally of accepted because she her commendat Brooklyn, New York. Her father current Chairman Ben Bernanke as able knowledge and acumen in policy
was a family doctor and mother was he took the central bank further and making has some tough decisions to
a school teacher. She had a good ac- further into unfamiliar terrain to make as she takes over as the Fed
ademic record and graduated with a boost the U.S. economy, backing the chief. Though she is committed to
Bachelor’s degree in Economics from three rounds of bond buying that maintain the quantitative easing (QE)
Brown University. Then she did her have swelled the Fed’s balance sheet as of now the real question is:” Does
PhD from Yale University where she to about $3.7 trillion. In 1995, she she have an exit strategy?” For howwas mentored by none other than was the one who convinced the Fed ever simple it may sound in order to
James Tobin, the Nobel laureate board that targeting a low level of the check the inflation US needs a
“A wise and humane policy is occasionally to let inflation rise even
when inflation is running above target”

inflation would be better than aiming quick exit strategy to prevent a steep
for no inflation at all and in 2012, she rise in interest rates which will derail
also played an instrumental role in the pace of recovery. So today the
pushing the Fed to adopt a 2 percent world waits to see how this 67 year

whose ideas on taxation took the inflation target. She is highly ac- old policymaker fulfills her job as the
world by storm. Her notes of Tobin’s claimed for her foresight and long- head of the Federal Reserve and how
lectures were so thorough that her term thinking both as an economist her policies impact the US and the
batch mates referred those as study and as a policy maker. As early as in global

economy

at

large.

guide. That thoroughness stayed as 2005 she had even expressed her
17
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Banks & NBFCs

PGP-1, BIM-Trichy

Banking
BankingLicenses
License
to
toNBFCs
NBFCs
While inaugurating the five hun- keeping these NBFCs from applying  While banks are incorporated undredth branch of Kotak Mahindra for a banking licence and what are

der banking companies act, NBFC is

Bank – previously a Non-Banking Fi- the advantages of doing so.

incorporated under company act of

nancial Company, RBI deputy gover-

1956

nor announced that NBFCs may get
priority over other applicants for securing banking licence. He stated
that existing customer base of NBFCs
makes it easier for them to convert
into banks. In this scenario, even
though almost every NBFC has lined
up for a Banking licence, leading

Before proceeding further, it is time

for some insight on the difference Advantages of NBFC over a Bank:
between a bank and a NBFC. There
exists a high degree of similarity
among the activities they perform;
however, there are a few differences.
NBFCs,
 Do not accept demand deposits.

For NBFCs pondering over a banking
licence, it is often a trade-off between the freedom of an NBFC and
the incentive of safety and low-cost
deposits associated with banks.
Most often, it is easier to manage an

NBFCs such as Mahindra Finance,  Do not form part of the payment NBFC than a Bank. NBFCs do not
Sundaram Finance etc. have re-

and settlement system and cannot have to allocate a part of their capital

strained themselves from applying

issue cheques drawn on it.

for mandatory reserves such as cash

for a banking licence. The remaining  Do not issue Demand Drafts like reserve ratio and statutory liquidity
ratio. Also, most of the customers in
of this article will focus on what is banks.
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NBFCs are first time borrowers who
find it difficult to borrow from a
bank. NBFCs help their customers in
building creditworthiness. NBFCs do
not face any compulsions for priority
sector lending.
For NBFCs like Mahindra Finance, in
addition to these generic advantages,
there are some specific strategic advantages in not applying for a banking licence.
Applying for a banking licence has
now become high fashion with a
number of NBFCs queued up for a
banking licence. Mahindra Finance as
an NBFC is dominating the rural markets but not without stiff competition. Its competitors, having applied
for a banking licence, will focus very
much on the transition into a bank
rather

than

enhancing

growth.

Mahindra Finance may use this opportunity to increase its market share
in the rural areas. Thus, not applying
for a Bank licence might be considered as a strategic move by Mahin-

NBFCs to convert all its branches into Savings Account) deposits will pour in
banks within the specified time. An immediately after the conversion.
example of this would be Kotak Even though many banks have existMahindra which is still running its car ed for decades, only SBI, ICICI, HDFC
financing as an NBFC subsidiary even and AXIS bank have managed to have
after securing a Bank licence nine a CASA of over 40 percent.
years ago. In rare cases, failure to
convert a branch into bank might
even result in the branch being
closed down. Such events can have

erate successfully for years by raising
public deposits and do not find any
need for CASA deposits.

an adverse effect on a company’s
growth.

dra Finance in order to respond to
current market conditions.

Leading NBFCs have managed to op-

Banks and low-cost deposits:

Looking into the future:
NBFCs have a critical role to play in
our economy. India has a large num-

Another NBFC, Sundaram Finance The main incentive for an NBFC in ber of unorganised markets and
has always been clear on its stand of converting itself into a Bank is the banks often find it difficult to enter
remaining as an NBFC. Its Managing low-cost demand deposits. Banks can into these segments. These markets
Director stated that he did not find get money at a lower cost since there largely depend on NBFCs for funding.
one compelling reason to convert is no interest associated with current
Rural markets usually find it difficult
account and the interest on savings
into a bank.
to satisfy the regulations laid out by
account is fairly low.
Looking into this from a different perbanks in order to get funds. Hence,
spective, the guidelines laid out by However, it is highly optimistic to NBFCs play a crucial role in rural marRBI makes it impossible for large believe that CASA (Current Account - kets by providing finance for acquisi19
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-tion of tractors and trucks. At the
same time, half of the credit requirement in manufacturing industries is
fulfilled by NBFCs. Also, a major portion of private construction funding
depends on NBFCs. This is a clear indication on how NBFCs can play a
vital role in driving the Indian economy.
Conversion of leading NBFCs into
banks might affect the funding in these segments. Hence, these NBFCs
choosing not to convert themselves
into banks can help these segments
to improve their position in the economy.

pends on the regulations by RBI for all segments of our economy can
obtaining banking licence. Depending benefit out of it.
on the regulations, these NBFCs

This is one way of looking at it. However, in certain cases, conversion into

might or might not look to convert
themselves into banks

banks might be necessary to enhance
the growth in several segments and
for RBI to have control over the operations of these financial institutions.

Hence, looking into the future, RBI
should consider the best interests of
various parties before laying out the
guidelines for banking licence so that

The future role of NBFCs largely de-
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How do you make money? Spinoffs, split-ups, liquidations, mergers and acquisitions.

The M&A scenario in India for the
first 10 months were subdued per
say and the average time for the deal
closures have increased. There were
a total 411 M&A deals till Oct 2013
which is less than 493 deals between
same period in 2012 and 518 in JanOct 2011.

The total outbound deals in the period has remains almost same but the
inbound deals has declined considerably. Inbound M&A plummeted
66.3% from Q2 2013 ($7.1 billion to
$2.4 billion in Q3). Concerns surrounding the outcome of next year’s
general elections as well as the drag
effect of Tax and Regulatory uncerMoreover there has been a signifitainties and the US Federal Reserves’
cant decline in terms of values of the
planned ‘tapering’ kept foreign acdeal. This year the total value of inquirers at bay
bound-outbound deals was $24.48
billion which is about 17% less than
But according to analyst the inbound
the value of $30.56 billion in 2012. In
sector is showing an upward trends
the year 2011 the figure stood at
and the number of deals is likely to
$38.01 billion.
go up in coming period. Relaxing of
In the interval Q3 2013 M&A in India FDI norm in the sectors like retail,
totalled $5.7 billion, a reduction of insurance, media and proposed M&A
28.75% from the previous quarter reforms in telecom sector will help in
value of $8 billion. The number of gaining momentum and it will soon
deals marked the first decline in show a upward trajectory.
quarterly deal count since Q2 2012.
Unilever’s $3.5 billion acquisition of

an additional 14.8% stake in Hindustan Unilever was the largest deal in
India so far this year and accounted
for 20.9% of aggregate M&A value in
the country. It
boosted the value
of deals in the Consumer sector
306.1% to $4 billion , making it the
most active sector for M&A in India
The Pharma, Medical & Biotech sector was the only sector to witness a
second successive uptick in M&A value. An aggregate $1.8 billion worth
of deals occurred in the sector during
Q1-Q3 2013, maximum since Q1-Q3
2010 (US$ 4.2bn, US$ 3.7bnof which
was accounted for by Abbott’s landmark
acquisition
of
Piramal
Healthcare)
Outbound bids totalled $2.8 billion in
Q3 2013, representing a 47.2% fall
from Q3 2013 (US$ 5.3bn). The Q1Q3 2013 figure ($8.7 billion) though,
exceeded Q1-Q3 2013 by 124%. This
arose from two acquisitions worth
$5.1 billion by state-run ONGC and
Oil India off the coast of Mozambique, moderating the impact of
ONGC’s failure to secure a $5 billion
stake in Kazakhstan’s Kashagan oil
field.
Apollo Tyres’ $2.3 billion bid for
Cooper Tire and Rubber may be
scrapped due to disputes with work21
ers in China and the US.
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ECONOMY SATIRE—WHERE THE WORLD IS HEADING

SOLUTIONS
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QUIZ
1. Cisco

9. Balwantrai Mehtra

2. Zero, one

10. Option C

3. Public issue
4. 15
5. A re-invoicing center
6. Unilever
7. Daimler Benz, Chrysler
8. Fredrick W. Smith

S
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